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1. INTRODUCTION
 5 5 .Let E s E, ? , F be an ordered Banach space with regular order
w xcone K, and let T G 0 and p G 1 be given real numbers. Denote J s 0, T ,
L p J , E s g : J ª E ¬ g is strongly measurable and . 
1rp
T p
5 5g s g t dt - ` , .p H 5 /0
and let W be a nonempty subset of the space
 4AC J , E s u: J ª E ¬ u is absolutely continuous and a.e. differentiable . .
  . 4 2Given a vector ¨ g V s u 0 ¬ u g W , a mapping f : J = E ª E, and0
p .an operator L: W ª L J, E , we consider the following initial value
* The work on this paper has been supported by the Deutsche Akademische Austauschdi-
 .enst DAAD and by the Finnish Academy.
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 .problem IVP :
f t , u t , Lu t s 0 for almost all a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ . 1.1 .  .  .  .  . . 0
 .We say that a function u g W is a lower solution of the IVP 1.1 if
f t , u t , Lu t F 0 for a.a. t g J , u 0 F ¨ , 1.2 .  .  .  . . 0
and an upper solution if the reversed inequalities hold. If equalities hold in
 .  .1.2 , we say that u is a solution of 1.1 .
p .Denoting by F the a.e. pointwise ordering of L J, E and the point-
wise ordering of W, we impose the following hypotheses.
 . p .L0 If g g L J, E and u g V, there is u g W such that Lu s g0
 .and u 0 s u .0
 .  .  .L1 If ¨ , w g W, ¨ 0 F w 0 , and L¨ F Lw, then ¨ F w.
 .  .A The IVP 1.1 has a lower solution u and an upper solution u
such that Lu F Lu.
 . 2  .B There is m: J = E ª 0, ` such that m ? f is strongly sup-
 . .measurable and y y m ? f t, x, y is monotone nondecreasing w.r.t. x
and y for a.a. t g J.
 .  .  .  .Remark 1.1. Hypotheses L1 and A imply that u t F u t for all
t g J.
 .  .  .  .We are going to show that the hypotheses L0 , L1 , A , and B are
 .sufficient for the existence of extremal solutions 1.1 within the order
interval determined by u and u, and that these extremal solutions are
monotone nonincreasing with respect to f and monotone nondecreasing
with respect to ¨ . We shall also give sufficient conditions for the existence0
of the smallest and the greatest of all the solutions.
 .As an application we consider the case when W s AC J, E and Lu s
 .  .u9 y A t u y C t , where A is a Bochner integrable mapping from J to
the space of all bounded linear operators on E, and C: J ª E is Bochner
 .integrable, or Lu s u9 y q t, u , where q: J = E ª E is a CaratheodoryÂ
function which is quasimonotone nondecreasing and Lipschitz-continuous
 .in its second argument. In view of hypothesis B it should also be noted
 .that the describing nonlinearity f of the IVP 1.1 need not be continuous
or monotone in any of its arguments. In the case when one-sided continu-
ities of f with respect to its last two variables are assumed, we show that
extremal solutions can be obtained as limits of successive approximations.
Moreover, in some cases these approximations can be used to infer exact
solutions as we demonstrate by an example.
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Implicit differential equations have been studied quite intensively during
w xthe last decade, e.g., cf. 2]8, 11, 13]16, 18]27, 29]32 . However, as far as
the authors are aware, very little is known about the solvability of problem
 .1.1 when the function f is allowed to be discontinuous in each of its
w x  . w xvariables. In 7, 11 similar results are derived when Lu s u9 y p t u in 7
w xand Lu s u9 in 11 , and the initial condition is replaced by boundary
conditions involving discontinuities. The main tools in our study will be a
method of upper and lower solutions and a fixed point theorem in ordered
w xmetric spaces introduced in 12 . A crucial point in our treatment is the use
of a partial ordering and a metric which depend on the operator L as well
as on the initial condition.
2. AUXILIARIES
 .  .  .  .In this section we assume that conditions L0 , L1 , A , and B hold.
 .  .Conditions L0 and L1 imply that for each u g V the restriction0
<L [ L of L to the setWu u0 0
W s u g W u 0 s u 2.1 .  . 4u 00
is a bijection. Moreover, we can define a partial ordering $ on W as
}
¨ $ w if and only if ¨ 0 F w 0 and L¨ F Lw. 2.2 .  .  .
}
w x  4When ¨ , w g W and ¨ $ w, denote ¨ , w s u g W ¬ ¨ $ u $ w .
} } }
 .The purpose of this section is to reduce the IVP 1.1 to a fixed point
problem in an ordered metric space.
w xLEMMA 2.1. For each u g u, u the function Fu, defined by
Fu t s Lu t y m ? f t ? u t , Lu t , t g J , 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  . .
p .belongs to L J, E . Defining
y1Gu [ L ( F u , u g u , u , 2.4 . .¨ 0
w x w xwe obtain a monotone nondecreasing mapping G: u, u ª u, u .
w x  .  .Proof. Let u g u, u be given. Conditions A and B and the defini-
 .tion of upper and lower solutions of 1.1 imply
Lu F Fu F Fu F Fu F Lu. a .
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Since the order cone of E is regular, the norm of E is semimonotone. This
 .and a ensure the existence of a constant c ) 0 such that
Fu t F N t [ c Lu t q Lu t for a.a. t g J . 2.5 .  .  .  .  . .
p p .  .  .Because Lu, Lu g L J, E , we obtain N g L J, R . Since Fu is by 2.3
 .  . p .and B strongly measurable, it follows from 2.5 that Fu g L J, E . This
y1 . w ximplies that 2.4 defines a mapping G s L ( F: u, u ª W .¨ ¨0 0
 .  .  .In view of 2.3 and 2.4 and the definition 1.2 of the lower solution of
 .1.1 we get
LGu s Fu G Lu , Gu 0 s ¨ G u 0 , .  .0
 .which by 2.2 implies that u $ Gu. Similarly it can be shown that Gu $ u.
} }w x  .Assume next that u, ¨ g u, u , u $ ¨ . By 2.2 this means that
}
u 0 F ¨ 0 and Lu F L¨ . .  .
 .  .  .  .  .This and condition L1 imply that u t F ¨ t on J, so that Fu t F F¨ t
 .  .  .a.e. on J in view of condition B and 2.3 . It then follows from 2.4 that
LGu F LG¨ , Gu 0 s ¨ s G¨ 0 , .  .0
 .so that Gu $ G¨ by 2.2 . Thus G is monotone nondecreasing, and since
} w x w xu $ Gu and Gu $ u, we get G u, u ; u, u . This concludes the
} }
proof.
w x  .LEMMA 2.2. A function u g u, u is a solution of the IVP 1.1 if and
only if u is a fixed point of G.
y1w x  .Proof. If u is a fixed point of G, then u g u, u , and u s L ( F ,¨ 0
i.e., u is a solution of the IVP
Lu t s Fu t for a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ . 2.6 .  .  .  .0
 .This, the definition 2.3 of Fu and the positivity of m imply that u is a
 . w xsolution of the IVP 1.1 . Conversely, if u g u, u is a solution of the IVP
 .  .1.1 , it satisfies also the IVP 2.6 . In view of the definition of L we then¨ 0y1 .  .have u s L ( F u, which implies by 2.4 that u s Gu.¨ 0
Define a metric d on the set W by
5 5d ¨ , w s ¨ 0 y w 0 q L¨ y Lw . 2.7 .  .  .  .p
 .Obviously, W s W, d, $ is an ordered metric space, i.e., for each ¨ g W
}
 4  4the sets u g W ¬ ¨ $ u and u g W ¬ u $ ¨ are closed with respect to
} }
metric d.
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` . w xLEMMA 2.3. If u is a monotone sequence in u, u , there is w g Wn ns0
 .such that d Gu , w ª 0 as n ª `.n
` . w xProof. If u is a monotone sequence in the order interval u, u ofn ns0
 .  .  .W, so is Gu . Thus LGu is by 2.2 a monotone sequence in the ordern n
pw x  .interval Lu, Lu of L J, E , ordered a.e. pointwise, or equivalently, by
p .the order cone L J, K . This order cone is regular since K was assumed
 w x.  .to be regular cf. 12, Proposition 5.8.7 . Therefore the sequence LGun
p . y1has the limit g in L J, E . Denoting w s L g, and noticing that¨ 0
 .  .  .Gu 0 s ¨ s w 0 for each n g N, it follows from 2.7 thatn 0
5 5 5 5d Gu , w s LGu y Lw s LGu y g ª 0 as n ª `. . p pn n n
The proof of our main result will be based on the next fixed point result
w xwhich is a special case of 12, Theorem 1.2.2 .
w xLEMMA 2.4. Let u, u be a nonempty order inter¨ al in the ordered metric
 . w x w xspace W s W, d, $ , and let G: u, u ª u, u be a monotone nondecreas-
}
 .`  .`ing mapping. If Gu con¨erges in W whene¨er u is a monotonen ns0 n ns0
w xsequence in u, u , then G has the least fixed point u# and the greatest fixed
w xpoint u* in u, u . Furthermore, these extremal fixed points can be character-
ized by
u# s min w g u , u Gw $ w , u* s max w g u , u w $ Gw . 4  4
} }
2.8 .
3. EXISTENCE AND COMPARISON RESULTS
The main result of this paper is given by the following theorem.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let the hypotheses L0 , L1 , A , and B be satisfied.
 . w xThen the IVP 1.1 has extremal solutions u# and u* in u, u in the sense
w x  .  .  .  .that if u g u, u is any solution of 1.1 , then u# t F u t F u* t for all
t g J.
Proof. The results of Lemmata 2.1 and 2.3 ensure that the hypotheses
 .of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied when the operator G is given by 2.4 . Thus G
w xhas the least fixed point u# and the greatest fixed point u* in u, u .
According to Lemma 2.2 these fixed points are then the smallest and the
 . w xgreatest solutions of the IVP 1.1 in u, u with respect to the partial
 . w xordering $ . Hence, if u is a solution of 1.1 in u, u , then u# $ u $ u*
} } }
 .  .  .  .  .which implies by 2.2 and L1 that u# t F u t F u* t for all t g J.
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 .Consider next the IVP 1.1 in the case when one-sided continuity
hypotheses hold for the function m ? f in its last two arguments. Given a
 .  .sequence x in E converging to x, denote x o x if x is monotonen n n
 .nonincreasing and x p x if x is monotone nondecreasing. The follow-n n
ing result provides conditions which allow us to apply the method of
successive approximations.
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. If conditions A , B , L0 , and L1 hold, then the
successi¨ e approximations
u t s Gu t , t g J , n g N, 3.1 .  .  .nq1 n
 .con¨erge in W, d to the
 .  . w xa smallest solution u# of the IVP 1.1 in u, u when u s u,0
 . .  . .pro¨ided that m ? f t, x , y ª m ? f t, x, y for a.a. t g J whene¨ern n
x p x and y p y, andn n
 .  .  .L2 if u is a monotone nondecreasing sequence of W, $ andn }
 .  .  .  .u t p u t on J, then Lu t p Lu t a.e. on J;n n
 .  . w xb greatest solution u* of the IVP 1.1 in u, u when u s u,0
 . .  . .pro¨ided that m ? f t, x , y ª m ? f t, x, y for a.a. t g J whene¨ern n
x o x and y o y, andn n
 .  .  .L3 if u is a monotone nonincreasing sequence of W, $ andn }
 .  .  .  .u t o u t on J, then Lu t o Lu t a.e. on J.n n
 .  .`  .Proof. a Choose u s u. The sequence u defined by 3.10 n ns0
n ` . w x w xequals the iteration sequence G u . Since G: u, u ª u, u is mono-ns0
 .`tone nondecreasing by Lemma 2.1, u is a monotone nondecreasingn ns0
`w x  .   ..sequence in u, u . This and condition L1 imply that u t is forn ns0
w  .each t g J a monotone nondecreasing sequence in the order interval u t ,
 .xu t of E. Since the order cone of E is regular, the limit
u# t s lim u t a .  .  .n
nª`
 .exists for each t g J. It then follows from condition L2 that
Lu t p Lu# t a.e. on J . b .  .  .n
 .  .  .  .  .The given continuity hypotheses, a , b , condition B , 2.4 , and 3.1
imply that
Lu t s Fu t p Fu# t for a.a. t g J . c .  .  .  .nq1 n
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 .  .In view of b and c it then follows that
Lu# t s Fu# t , t g J . d .  .  .
 .  .  .Moreover, u 0 s Gu 0 s ¨ for each n, so that u# 0 s ¨ . This,nq1 n 0 0
 .  .d , and 2.4 imply that u# is a fixed point of G, and hence by Lemma 2.2
 .a solution of the IVP 1.1 .
 . w xIf u is any solution of 1.1 in u, u , we know by Lemma 2.2 that u is a
fixed point of G, so that u s u $ u s Gu. Since G is monotone nonde-0 }w xcreasing in u, u by Lemma 2.1, it is then easy to see by induction that
u $ u for each n g N, which implies, as n ª `, that u# $ u. This provesn } }
 . w xthat u# is the smallest solution of the IVP 1.1 in u, u .
 .The proof in the case b is similar.
 .Applying 2.8 we shall prove the following result for the dependence
 .of the extremal solutions of 1.1 on the function f and on the initial
value ¨ .0
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.2. If conditions L0 , L1 , A , and B hold, then the
 . w xextremal solutions of the IVP 1.1 in u, u are monotone nonincreasing with
respect to f and monotone nondecreasing with respect to ¨ .0
 .  .Proof. Assume that conditions L0 and L1 hold, and that condition
Ã 2 .B is valid for the functions f , f : J = E ª E. Assume also that ¨ , ¨ g V,Ã0 0
and that
Ã¨ F¨ and f t , x , y G f t , x , y for a.a. t g J and for all x , y g E. .  .Ã0 0
a .
Moreover, we assume the existence of u, u g W so that they are lower and
 .upper solutions of both the IVP 1.1 and the IVP
Ãf t , u t , Lu t s 0 a.e. on J , u 0 s ¨ . b .  .  .  . . Ã0
 .  .Thus problems 1.1 and b have the minimal solutions u#, u# and theÃ
w xmaximal solutions u*, u*, respectively, in the order interval u, u . WhenÃ
w xu g u, u , denote
Ã ÃFu t s Lu t y m ? f t , u t , Lu t , t g J . c .  .  .  .  . . .
It follows from
ÃLu# t s Fu# t a.e. on J , u# 0 s ¨ .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã0
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and
LGu# t s Fu# t a.e. on J , Gu# 0 s ¨ .  .  .Ã Ã Ã 0
 .  .  .by a , 2.3 , and c that
LGu# t F Lu# t a.e. on J , Gu# 0 F u# 0 . .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .This and 2.2 imply that Gu# $ u#, so that u# $ u# by the first formulaÃ Ã Ã
} }
 .of 2.8 .
 .Similarly, it can be shown, by applying the second formula of 2.8 , that
u* $ u*, which concludes the proof.Ã
}
4. SPECIAL CASES
Consider next the IVP
Lu t s g t , u t , Lu t a.e. on J , u 0 s ¨ , 4.1 .  .  .  .  . . 0
p .  .  . 2where L: W ª L J, E satisfies conditions L0 and L1 and g : J = E
ª K has the following properties:
 .g0 g is strongly sup-measurable, and there is a measurable func-
 .  .tion a : J ª R such that g t, x, y q a t y is monotone nondecreasingq
in x and y for a.a. t g J.
 .  .  .  .g1 g t, x, y F h t q l t y for a.a. t g J and for all x, y g K,
h
pw .  .where h: J ª K and l: J ª 0, 1 are such that g L J, E .
1 y l
Applying Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 we get the following result.
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. If conditions L0 , L1 , g0 , and g1 are ¨alid, and if
 .  .L4 the zero-function 0 belongs to W and L0 t F 0 for a.a. t g J,
 .then the IVP 4.1 has for each ¨ g K l V the extremal solutions u# and u*,0
 . w xand all the solutions of 4.1 belong to the order inter¨ al 0, w , where w is the
solution of the IVP
h t .
Lw t s a.e. on J , w 0 s ¨ . 4.2 .  .  .01 y l t .
Moreo¨er, the extremal solutions u# and u* are monotone nondecreasing with
respect to g and ¨ .0
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 .  .Proof. Let ¨ g K l V be given. First we convert 4.1 to the IVP 1.10
by defining
1
f t , x , y [ y y g t , x , y , m t , x , y [ , t g J , x , y g E. .  .  .
a t q 1 .
4.3 .
Since
g t , x , y q a t y .  .
y y m ? f t , x , y s , t g J , x , y g E, .  .
a t q 1 .
 .  .it follows from g0 that condition B is valid. Because ¨ g K and0
 .  .  .hr1 y l is K-valued, it follows from 4.2 by hypotheses L1 and L4 that
 .  .w t g K for all t g J, and that Lw t g K for a.a. t g J. Applying
 .  .condition g1 and the definition 4.3 of f we then get
f t , w t , Lw t s Lw t y g t , w t , Lw t .  .  .  .  . .  .
G Lw t y h t y l t Lw t .  .  .  .
s 1 y l t Lw t y h t s 0 .  .  . .
 .for a.a. t g J. Thus w is an upper solution of the IVP 1.1 . Since g is
 .K-valued and ¨ g K, and because condition L4 holds, the zero function0
 .is a lower solution of 1.1 .
 .  .The above proof shows that conditions A and B hold when f and m
 .are defined by 4.3 , and when u ' 0 and u s w, where w is the solution
 .  .  .of 4.2 . Thus the IVP 1.1 , or equivalently, the IVP 4.1 has by Theorem
w x3.1 the extremal solutions u# and u* in 0, w . Assume next that u g W is
 .  .any solution of 4.1 . Since g is K-valued and 0 F ¨ , it follows from 4.10
 .  .that Lu t g K a.e. on J and u 0 g K. These properties and condition
 .  .  .L4 imply that 0 $ u. Thus 0 F u t , i.e., u t g K, for each t g J by
}
 .  .condition L1 . Hence we can apply condition g1 to get
Lu t s g t , u t , Lu t F h t q l t Lu t .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .for a.a. t g J, and u 0 s ¨ , or equivalently,0
h t .
Lu t F s Lw t for a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ s w 0 . .  .  .  .01 y l t .
 . w xThis and 2.2 imply that u $ w. Thus u belongs to 0, w , so that u# and
}
 .u* are the smallest and the greatest of all the solutions of 4.1 . The last
conclusion is a consequence of Proposition 3.2.
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 .Consider next the IVP 4.1 in the case when one-sided continuity
hypotheses hold for the function g in its last two arguments.
2  .PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that g : J = E ª K satisfies conditions g0 ,
 .  .  .  .g1 , and that conditions L0 , L1 , and L4 are ¨alid. Then for each
¨ g K l V the sequence of the successi¨ e approximations u , n g N, defined0 n
by
g t , u t , Lu t q a t Lu t .  .  .  . .n n n
Lu t s .nq1 a t q 1 .
a.e. on J , u 0 s ¨ , 4.4 .  .nq1 0
 .con¨erges in W, d to the
 .  .  .  .a smallest solution of the IVP 4.1 if g t, x , y ª g t, x, y for a.a.n n
 .  .t g J whene¨er x p x and y p y, and if u t ' 0, pro¨ided that L2 isn n 0
satisfied.
 .  .  .  .b greatest solution of the IVP 4.1 if g t, x , y ª g t, x, y for a.a.n n
t g J whene¨er x o x and y o y, and if u s w, where w is the solution ofn n 0
 .  .the IVP 4.2 , pro¨ided that L3 is satisfied.
Proof. Let ¨ g K l V be given. The hypotheses imply by the proof of0
 .  .Proposition 4.1 that conditions A and B hold when u s 0 and u s w,
 .  .where w is the solution of 4.2 , and when f and m are given by 4.3 . In
 .view of these choices the successive approximations 4.4 are equal to
 .those defined in 3.1 , whence they converge by Proposition 3.1 to the
 . w xmaximal solution u* of 4.1 in 0, w when u s w, and to the minimal0
 . w x  .solution u# of 4.1 in 0, w when u s 0. If u is any solution of 4.1 ,0
w x w xthen u g 0, w by Proposition 4.1, so that u g u#, u* . This concludes
the proof.
Remark 4.1. If the assumption that g is K-valued is replaced by the
 .condition that g ?, 0, 0 is a.e. K-valued, then the results of Propositions 4.1
 .and 4.2 hold when one restricts to the K-valued solutions of 4.1 . In
particular, if E s R, a slight modification to the proof of Proposition 4.1
yields the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let g : J = R2 ª R satisfy conditions
 .  w x.g2 g is a Shragin function cf. 1 , and there is a measurable function
 .  .a : J ª R such that g t, x, y q a t y is monotone nondecreasing in x andq
y for a.a. t g J.
 . <  . <  .  . < <g3 g t, x, y F h t q l t y for a.a. t g J and for all x, y g R,
w .  . p .where h: J ª R and l: J ª 0, 1 are such that hr 1 y l g L J, R .q
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 . p .  .  .  .If L: AC J, R ª L J, R has properties L0 and L1 , then the IVP 4.1
 .has extremal solutions for each ¨ g R and all the solutions of 4.1 belong to0
w xthe order inter¨ al w , w , where w are the solutions of the IVPsy q "
h t .
< <Lw t s " a.e. on J , w 0 s " ¨ . 4.5 .  .  ." 01 y l t .
w xEXAMPLE 4.1. Choose J s 0, 1 and consider the IVP
1 u t 1 .w xu9 t s 2 q t q q u9 t y t .  .
8 1 q u t 2 . .
a.e. on J , u 0 s 2, 4.6 .  .
w xwhere ¨ denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to ¨ . It is easy to
 .  .  .  .see that conditions L0 ] L4 , g2 , and g3 hold when
Lu t s u9 t y t , u g W [ AC J , R , .  .  .
w x1 x 1
w x w xg t , x , y s yt q 2 q t q q y . . w x8 1 q x 2.
 .It follows from Proposition 4.3 that the IVP 4.6 has for each ¨ g R the0
w xextremal solutions. Because ¨ ¬ ¨ is right-continuous, the greatest solu-
tion is obtained by Proposition 4.2 as the limit of the successive approxi-
19 1 2 .mations u t s 2 q t q t ,0 4 2
1 u s 1 .t n Xw xu t s 2 q 2 q s q q u s y s ds, .  .Hnq1 n /8 1 q u s 2 .0 n
t g J , n g N.
From these approximations which can be calculated by computers one
 .can infer that the greatest solution of 4.6 is
17 5¡ t q 2, 0 F t -12 12
11 159 5 19~ t q , F t - ,u* t s . 12 72 12 22
47 19¢t q , F t F 1.22 22
5. APPLICATIONS TO FIRST-ORDER
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
First in this section we apply the previous results to the case when the
 .operator L is defined in the space W [ AC J, E by
Lu t [ u9 t y A t u t y C t , t g J . 5.1 .  .  .  .  .  .
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  .Here we have defined u9 t s 0 at those points t g J where u is not
.  .differentiable. Denoting by B E the space of all the bounded linear
operators T : E ª E we make the following assumptions.
 .  .A0 A: J ª B E and C: J ª E are Bochner integrable.
 .  .A1 A t K : K for a.a. t g J.
 . 1 .Condition A0 implies that for each g g L J, E the equation
q t , x s g t q A t x q C t , t g J , x g E .  .  .  .
defines a Caratheodory function q: J = E ª E which satisfies the Lips-Â
chitz condition
5 5q t , x y q t , x F p t x y x for a.a. t g J and for all x , x g E, .  .  .Ã Ã Ã
5.2 .
 . 5  .5where p t s A t , t g J. These properties ensure that the IVP
u9 t s g t q A t u t q C t for a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ , 5.3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0
1 .has for each choice of ¨ g E and g g L J, E a unique solution u in the0
 .space W. In particular, Lu s g, whence condition L0 holds. Moreover, u
is a uniform limit of the successive approximations
t
u t s ¨ q g s q A s u s q C s ds, .  .  .  .  . .Hnq1 0 n
0
t g J , n g N, u t ' 0. 5.4 .  .0
 .  .  .  .Assume next that ¨ , w g W, ¨ 0 F w 0 , and L¨ t F Lw t for a.a. t g J.
Defining
u [ w y ¨ , ¨ [ w 0 y ¨ 0 , C t :[0, and g [ Lw y L¨ , .  .  .0
 .it is easy to see that u is the solution of the IVP 5.3 . Since ¨ g K and g0
 . w xis a.e. K-valued, then in view of condition A1 and Corollary 1.4.6 of 12
 .the successive approximations 5.4 form a pointwise monotone nonde-
creasing sequence. In particular the limit function u is K-valued, which
 .  .  .proves that ¨ t F w t for each t g J. Thus condition L1 is valid.
As a consequence of the above reasoning, Theorem 3.1, and Proposition
3.2 we get the following result.
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 5.1. If the hypotheses A0 , A1 , A , and B are ¨alid,
then the IVP
f t , u t , u9 t y A t u t y C t s 0 for a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . . 0
5.5 .
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w xhas extremal solutions in u, u . Moreo¨er, they are monotone nonincreasing
w.r.t. f and monotone nondecreasing w.r.t. ¨ .0
Analogously, Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.1 yield the next proposi-
tion.
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 5.2. If the hypotheses A0 , A1 , g0 , and g1 hold, and
if g and C are K-¨ alued, then the IVP
u9 t s A t u t q C t q g t , u t , u9 t y A t u t y C t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
a.e. on J , u 0 s ¨ 5.6 .  .0
has for each ¨ g K extremal solutions which are monotone nondecreasing0
w.r.t. g and ¨ .0
Consider next the case when the operator L is defined in the space
 .W [ AC J, E as
Lu t [ u9 t y q t , u t , t g J . 5.7 .  .  .  . .
The function q: J = E ª E is assumed to satisfy the following conditions.
 .  .  .q0 q ?, x is strongly measurable for each x g E and q ?, 0 g
1 .L J, E .
 . 1 .  .q1 There is p g L J, R such that 5.2 holds.
 .  . q2 q t, ? is quasimonotone nondecreasing for a.a. t g J i.e., for
a.a. t g J and for all x, y g E with y y x g ­ K there is a non-zero
w x  .bounded and linear functional w : E ª R satisfying w K : R , w x sq
 .   ..   ...w y , and w q t, x F w q t, y .
 .  .Conditions q0 and q1 ensure that the IVP
u9 t s q t , u t q g t for a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ .  .  .  . . 0
1 .  whas for each ¨ g E a unique solution whenever g g L J, E cf. 12,0
x.  .Corollary 5.1.1 . This implies that condition L0 holds for the operator L,
 .  .defined by 5.7 . The validity of condition L1 is a consequence of the
 .  .hypotheses q1 and q2 , provided that the order cone K of E is solid, i.e.,
w x w xK has nonempty interior, cf. 28 , or 12, Lemma 5.1.1 . Thus we get the
following special cases to Theorem 3.1 and Propositions 3.2 and 4.1.
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 5.3. If the hypotheses q0 ] q2 , A , and B are ¨alid,
and if the order cone of E is regular and solid, then the IVP
f t , u t , u9 t y q t , u t s 0 for a.a. t g J , u 0 s ¨ 5.8 .  .  .  .  . . . 0
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w xhas extremal solutions in u, u . Moreo¨er, they are monotone nonincreasing
w.r.t. f and monotone nondecreasing w.r.t. ¨ .0
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 5.4. If the hypotheses q0 ] q2 , g0 , and g1 hold, if the
 .order cone K of E is regular and solid, and if g and q ?, 0 are K-¨ alued then
the IVP
u9 t s q t , u t q g t , u t , u9 t y q t , u t .  .  .  .  . .  . .
a.e. on J , u 0 s ¨ 5.9 .  .0
has for each ¨ g K extremal solutions which are monotone nondecreasing0
w.r.t. g and ¨ .0
Remarks 5.1. Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 imply that if the order cone K of
E is regular and also solid, the results of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 hold true
 .also when condition A1 is replaced by the following property.
 .  .A19 The mapping x ¬ A t x is quasimonotone nondecreasing for
a.a. t g J.
For instance, when E s R n and the order cone K of E is generated by a
 4  .basis b , . . . , b of E, then condition A19 is valid if and only if for a.a.1 n
 .  4t g J the matrix of A t in the basis b , . . . , b has all off-diagonal1 n
w x nelements nonnegative cf. 9, Theorem 2.1 . Correspondingly, if q: J = R
n  .  .ª R has property q1 , then condition q2 holds if and only if for a.a.
t g J the component functions g in the representationi
n n
nq t , x s q t , x b b , x s x , . . . , x g R .  . i j j i 1 n /
is1 js1
w xare monotone nondecreasing in x whenever i / j, cf. 10, Theorem 4.1 .j
 .  .As for necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of A19 and q2
in the case when K is a polyhedral cone in R n generated by extremals, see
w x10 .
Examples of the ordered Banach spaces with regular or solid order
w xcones are given for instance in 12, 17 .
Applying the dominated convergence theorem it is easy to show that
 .  .under the given hypotheses both 5.1 and 5.7 define an operator L which
 .  .has also properties L2 and L3 . Thus Propositions 3.1 and 4.2 can be
applied to get conditions which ensure that the smallest or the greatest
 .  .  .  .solution of 5.5 , 5.6 , 5.8 , or 5.9 is obtained by the classical iteration
method.
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Define functions h : J ª R and q : R ª R, i s 1, 2, . . . ,i i
by
i ` 1r m 1r mw x1 2 q k t y k t
h t s .  i i 22 km .ms1 ks1
1
= 2 q sin ,1r m 1r m / /w x1 q k t y k t
for t g J, i s 1, 2, . . . , and
i ` 1r mw x1 pr2 q arctan k t .
q t s , t g R, i s 1, 2, . . . , .  i i 22 km .ms1 ks1
w x 1where ¨ denotes the greatest integer F ¨ . By choosing E s l , ordered
by the cone l1 of those elements of l1 with nonnegative coordinates,q
define
A t u s q t u , q t u , . . . , C t s q t , q t , . . . , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
g s g , g , . . . , .1 2
where
i w xpr2 q arctan ¨ .i
g t , u , ¨ s h t q q u q .  . i i i j i / 2js1
 .  . 1for i s 1, 2, . . . , t g J and u s u , u , . . . , ¨ s ¨ , ¨ , . . . g l . It is easy1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .to see that conditions g0 , g1 , A0 , and A1 hold for these functions,
1  .and that C and g are l -valued. Thus by Proposition 5.2 the IVP 5.6 hasq
for each ¨ g l1 the extremal solutions u# and u*. Since the function0 q
w x¨ ¬ ¨ is right-continuous, then u* is by Proposition 4.2 a limit of
successive approximations.
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